IMPROVING ANAESTHETIC DOCUMENTATION OF NON-THEATRE CASES

01. BACKGROUND/CONTEXT

Introduction of a paediatric emergency department (PED) anaesthetic chart for use when a patient requires invasive anaesthetic management in the Paediatric Emergency Department in Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital (RMCH).

02. THE PROBLEM

A retrospective notes review was performed to assess the adequacy of documentation following anaesthetic intervention in the paediatric emergency department. 18 patients’ notes were reviewed with an average age of 5 years old. Following this there was a clear need to improve the documentation of PED anaesthetic interventions and a method of finding this information quickly within case notes.

03. STRATEGY FOR CHANGE

To address this problem the RMCH anaesthetic chart was modified. It was decided to do this as RMCH anaesthetists are familiar with the chart and additional data such as patient observations pre, during and post induction can be recorded. It has also been demonstrated that to improve documentation of non-theatre intubations a specially designed form such as altered anaesthetic chart for pre-operative use is required [1] [2]. Another advantage of using a modified anaesthetic chart is to improve its detectability within notes. The original RMCH anaesthetic chart has a thick red line along the vertical edge, this was altered to interrupted red stripes to make it different from a normal anaesthetic chart but still easily identifiable within notes.

The PED anaesthetic chart is a two-sided document (see images below). The first page includes past medical and anaesthetic history, airway assessment, intubation details, airway complications and their management and the following information relevant to emergency cases;

- Times of patient arrival, anaesthetic team informed and being present
- Indication for intubation
- C-spine immobilisation
- B@EASE checklist
- Anaesthetic staff present including their role
- Monitoring used
- Line insertion

The second page documents drugs including infusions with corresponding observations, complications, key points for handover and if a post intubation chest X-ray has been performed.

04. LESSONS LEARNT

The PED anaesthetic chart is included in trauma packs placed in every resus bay in PED for ease of use. Previous documentation of emergency paediatric department anaesthetic intubations has been varied with information either not recorded or misplaced within case notes. This prompted the creation of the PED anaesthetic chart to improve documentation and standardisation of anaesthetic management of emergency department cases. Our message for others would be to consider modification of local trust’s anaesthetic charts for non-theatre emergency cases to improve clinical documentation while under clinical and time pressures.
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